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‘GREAT AMERICAN GET-TOGETHER’ IN SANTA FE DRAWS EXPERTS AND 

VISITORS FROM AROUND THE COUNTRY 
 

Road Scholar Adventure Offers Access to the Best Of Santa Fe Plus A Special Film Screening  
 
SANTA FE (March 14, 2012) — Beginning on March 27, nearly 300 people from around the country 
will join Road Scholar President James Moses for a week of fellowship, learning and fun in Santa Fe.  
 
The seven-night educational adventure, The 2012 Road Scholar Great American Get-Together in Santa Fe, 
kicks off with a welcome presentation by local author Ann Hillerman, daughter of renowned author 
Tony Hillerman, and her husband, acclaimed professional photographer Don Strel.  
 
Participants choose their own course of study from topics including archaeology, literature, wines, 
Jewish studies, opera, and art. The program includes visits to Santa Fe’s museums as well as a full day 
exploring Taos.  
 
Lectures by local experts cover Ancestral Puebloans to the Spanish Conquest, Writers of the 
Southwest, The Legacy of Georgia O’Keefe, Route 66 in New Mexico and Traditional Native American 
and Spanish Art in Northern New Mexico.  
 
A special gala dinner at the Buffalo Thunder Resort and a screening of the upcoming film, “The Best 
Exotic Marigold Hotel,” to be released in select markets on May 4, conclude the program.  Road 
Scholar is an official campaign associate of the social action campaign for the film.  
 
For complete details on this program visit www.roadscholar.org/20684.   
 
About Road Scholar  
Not-for-profit Road Scholar’s mission is to inspire adults to learn, discover and travel. Our learning 
adventures engage expert instructors, provide extraordinary access, and stimulate discourse and 
friendship among people for whom learning is the journey of a lifetime. Since its inception, more than 5 
million people have enrolled in its 6,500 iconic educational adventures offered annually in 50 states and 
150 countries around the world.  
  
Road Scholar educational adventures are created by Elderhostel, Inc., the not-for-profit world leader in 
lifelong learning since 1975. To learn more, please visit our website at www.roadscholar.org/press. 
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About The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel 
Fox Searchlight and Participant Media Present The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel starring Judi Dench, 
Bill Nighy, Penelope Wilton, Dev Patel, Celia Imrie, Ronald Pickup with Tom Wilkinson and Maggie 
Smith.  Directed by John Madden. Screenplay by Ol Parker. Based on the novel “These Foolish 
Things” by Deborah Moggach. Produced by Graham Broadbent and Peter Czernin. 
  
“THE BEST EXOTIC MARIGOLD HOTEL” follows a group of British retirees who decide to 
“outsource” their retirement to less expensive and seemingly exotic India.  Enticed by advertisements 
for the newly restored Marigold Hotel and bolstered with visions of a life of leisure, they arrive to find 
the palace a shell of its former self. Though the new environment is less luxurious than imagined, they 
are forever transformed by their shared experiences, discovering that life and love can begin again when 
you let go of the past. 
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